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Anybody Who Is Against The White
Australia Policy Is Against The
Australian Nation - Jack Lang

The South Must Look To The South
For Strength In The Storm That Is
Yet To Break - Henry Lawson
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Japanese Multinationals Threaten Our Workers,
Our Unions And Demand Cheap Labour:

Fight For Australian Independence!
JAPANESE business leaders have issued a threat to Australia and Australian workers, stating in their jaundiced language that “a fresh wave of
union militancy threatens the supply
of crucial resources and billion-dollar
investments”.
Australian patriotic people know that
some unions have raised workplace
issues, compelled as they occasionally must be by the rank and file,
which put the immediate interests of
the worker at loggerheads with the
profit-driven Japanese multinationals.
Australian patriotic people also are
aware that attacks upon the union
movement are seldom calculated to
curtail a crook union leadership or to
overcome some fault of industrial
behaviour. Rather, they are usually
designed to make ordinary Australian workers subservient to the foreign bosses – particularly right now,
when the globalised economy totters
on a knife-edge, ready to tip over
into a full-blown recession.
Nippon Steel's Australian boss, Yoshifumi Nakata, said his company
wanted assurances Australia would
not return to the “industrial days of
the 1970s” when Japan was “forced”
to look to Brazil for key supplies.
The steel giant was "afraid and very
concerned" that an escalation in industrial action would disrupt export
markets, Mr Nakata said.

"We are seriously concerned with
the stable supply of raw materials,
particularly iron ore and coking
coal," he very sharply added.
This is all rhetorical muck that was
used 30 years ago by the Fraser and
then Hawke governments to attack,
not a few corrupt unions and silly
work-rules, but the tried and true
structures of Australian workplace
culture. We now live with the results
of that foul attack: work contracts,
visa labour, fewer union rights, intrusive courts and commissions and
so on.
It can be rightly said that the Japanese multinationals are more concerned about what they can rip out
of Australia’s vast wealth, with lowering the price of Australian labour
and weakening proper conditions,
than with any issue of industrial lawlessness.
Nippon Steel, one of Japan's largest
steel producers, is among several
foreign firms to express “concern”
over growing industrial militancy in
Western Australia. Indeed, some unions have called snap strikes and
disrupted production work there in
past months. And why not? At the
moment the unions demand fairness. The day must come when the
Australian People have to demand
an end to the stealing of our national wealth!
The fear of the foreigner for any true
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Where did all that pig iron end up, Bob? Was it returned on the
Kokoda Track??
form of union activity comes as
workplace relations emerge as an
issue in the next election. The politicians, who should in theory be looking after the interests of the Australian people (Liberal and Labor), will
vie with each other to promise the
Japanese multinationals that they
will curtail the unions and they will
spin the Australian suburban voter
wild tales about trade union thuggery stopping projects that will
make us all rich - as their justification for stripping us of the right to
freely associate in unions and to
fight industrial struggles. We have
had this lie of riches dished up to us
for over forty years and even the
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most pig-headed of our fellow Australians must be finding it hard to
accept. Where is it? Do you have
it? The mining billions have only
benefitted the few and royalties
have gone nowhere.
Resources giant Woodside Petroleum announced last month it is suing the Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU) after the union called an eight-day
strike. The action halted development of Woodside's $12 billion liquefied natural gas processing plant
on the North West Shelf. This project also fuels the growing Chinese
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imperialism - which through its military power and its overseas Chinese
communities and its trillion dollars in
investments, now straddles the AsiaPacific area - doing more than just
feeding the Japanese multinationals
with their rapacious hunger for profit.
The union should be praised, not criticised! The unionists, whether they
say it or not, are the ones who have
stood up for all Australians and the
true
national
interest!

Obviously national governments of
the Liberal or Labor type rule for a
traitor class which bows to the
foreign master. The idea of establishing an economy for Australians
is not on their agenda. None the
less, threats to the Australian
workers may spread the idea of
Australian Independence, the vision splendid where the ordinary
people control their own wealth
and their own country. The quicker that day arrives the better for
all of us!
________________________________

With annual exports of $50 billion,
Japan is Australia’s biggest market.
Iron ore and coal account for exports
worth about $30 billion while LNG
exports are valued at $8 billion.
There is nothing wrong with trade
with Japan, but there is everything
wrong when the Japanese multinationals can demand, openly and without rebuke, that restrictions be
placed on Australian workers and
their industrial organisations.
The Japanese concerns were raised
during all-day Australian-Japanese
talks behind closed doors in Canberra
in February. Japanese delegates directly raised the matter of Australia's
industrial past. In their view, they
want subservient unions like in Japan. They wanted assurances government would act against unions
and workers. Why are such discussions held in semi-secret conditions?
The results of such discussions affect
the whole Australian people
West Australian Treasurer Troy Buswell said: "Investors are growing
very nervous." What a worthy group
of parasites these investors are! As if
we must run when investors crack

China: A New
Rising Sun!
THE maestro’s baton of treason
was passed from one Pig Iron Bob
to Pig Iron Bob Hawke, culminating in Pig Iron KRudd.
Australian media have been awash
in recent months with chatter of
great resources boom projects in
Western Australia and Queensland
that will demand masses of labour. Many of these projects are
of Chinese origin.
A report of the Economist Intelligence Unit of China’s State Council says that 81% of 298 Chinese
outbound investments between
2004 and 2009 were by stateowned companies. It says half of
the investments involved majority
control of the target company; the
Chinese companies have recently
begun to shift towards smaller and
more politically acceptable stakes.

Pig Iron Bob Mk II: this former ACTU President started the process that led to Work
Choices, union busting, deregulation, a real friend of the new Chinese Rising Sun

That shows great cunning. Yet things
gets more ominous. The Report also
calls for the mobilization of overseas
lobbyists —and controversially, overseas communities _to assist in the
public relations battle.
“It is necessary to ask for the support
of the national forces to investigate,
develop and invest in overseas resources and address the problems of
post publicity.” In March, Jia Qinglin,
a member of the Chinese Communist
Party’s nine- man standing committee
of the Politburo, thanked “Overseas
Chinese and people of Chinese origin”
for “helping Chinese enterprises go
global”.
This is imperialism pure and simple
and it relies on immigration and colonisation and the establishment of networks of patronage and subversion.

Never Again, Tony Abbott, Never Again!
THE would-be Iron Man who kicks
the ‘racist can’, Tony Abbott, has a
history, both overt and covert. He
speaks for the Liberal Party and inherits its history. This once pretentious priestly convert is now on a
mission to convince Australian patriots that he is firm in his resolve
to restrict immigration and keep
our borders safe from refugees.

Yella Mackellar August 1975. Big
meeting in Sydney of all patriotic
and anti- immigration groups. Malcolm Fraser will turn back the clock
to its traditional immigration policy,
says ‘Yella Mackellar’, later the Immigration Minister. The truth: it was
a con job! The Liberals needed every sucker for the fight with Whitlam.

Not only is he not firm, he is downright flaccid in his budgie smugglers
‘habit’. This galah thinks he can
persuade the Australian people of
the authenticity of his hard credentials. But to quote Abraham Lincoln:
You can fool some of the people all
of the time, and all of the people
some of the time, but you can not
fool all of the people all of the time.
And this time, never again, Tony
Abbott, never again!

David Clarke, October 1975. He
tells the last hold-out anti immigration leader Bob Clark of the Immigration Control Association, that he
can wind up his group ‘cos Malcolm
will do it all. The truth. Clarke was a
lying agent of the party he still supports as an upper house MP in New
South Wales.

The Liberal Party has played this
game before. It is part of a routine
brought out to cripple the critics.

John Howard 1988. Again with his
One Australia policy, he criticises
the level of immigration and its
‘pace from Asia’. He says we must
integrate as an English- speaking
community. The truth: his was the
highest -immigration government in
our history to now and the door to
Asian immigration was not left
open, but torn off its hinges.

for both and he stays flaccid. It is
this comparison which we make because Labor Party sources say that
any party and any candidate saying
the ‘right words’ (they say the
wrong words) about immigration
and refugees, in view of the 36 millions for Australia scenario and the
on-going boatpeople crisis – will get
votes by the hundreds of thousands. So the swindle is on.
Here we must never, ever, forget,
that it was Tony Abbott who silenced an immigration critic —
Pauline Hanson. It was his Australians For Honest Politics that hired a
creep to harass her in the courts
with a false allegation. No one has
ever compelled Abbott to answer
for the activities of this dirty-tricks
group or for his role in Hanson’s
imprisonment. Abbott belongs in a
penitentiary to do his penance!

The Abbott in his new habit: just another
lying crud with his snout in the trough.

A corker of a porker. Pigs do fly—
just ask Kevin 747

Third Worlders are not deceived
wherever they be. In New Guinea,
as Time magazine confirmed in
“Notes Of Culture Clash Ring Everywhere” ((Dec. 7 2009), there is opposition. It quoted a Chinese engineer:”…. the natives were completely uncivilized and running
around almost naked. All they do
is chew betel nut and act lazy.
They don’t know how to work hard
like we Chinese.” The impressions
the Chinese have left on Papua
New Guineans “is not much better”.
One native said:”If a gang to evict
Chinese from PNG arose, I will
sharpen my bush knife and chop
ten to twenty heads.”
The fools who think that Australia’s
future rests in Chinese mine shafts
are having their minds—shafted!

This time, Australians aren’t going
to allow the Liberal Party to screw
them, with or without a con dome!

Tampa Affair 2001. This was tampering with the Australian mind in
the ‘children overboard affair’. ‘We
decide who comes to Australia and
the manner they come here’, said
Howard. After the election, he flew
them in.
The Iron Maiden, con-woman Maggie Thatcher, pulled this trick on
the British National Front in 1979,
expressing her desire to end immigration. Now Abbott wants to emulate the Iron Maiden who inspires
him. But she had testicles enough

This is traditional indeed to oriental
cultures, but the methods can
seem inscrutable to naïve Westerners.

Drugs, Despair, Deliverance: Operation Osterley, by seasoned patriot
Perry Jewell, is a must-read for all
parents with a drug -dependent
child, or for all young people challenged by drugs. It makes a strong
call for war on the drug criminals,
for parental rights over young addicts and for a new strategy to
cure the scourge. Price: $20 from
P.O. Box 7799 Mail Centre Toowoomba 4351
Baroness Thatcher:: the swindling sow who
flooded Britain with unassimilables!

Australia First promotes this book.

The Awakening Nation And The Trades Union Nationalist:
Our Nation In Crisis Senses The Impulse Of William Guthrie Spence!
WILLIAM Guthrie Spence, hero of job anymore and we have to work
Australia’s great trades union past, several jobs. Long before Howard’s
was instrumental in establishing such Work Choices, the deregulation mania
umbrella bodies as the Amalgamated had begun with Hawke and Keating.
Miners’ Association of Australasia, the They struck at pilots and he twoAmalgamated Shearers’ Union of Ausairline policy. Then Keating ‘the
tralia, and ultimately the Australian
greatest treasurer’ deregulated the
Workers’ Union, of which he was Secretary 1894-98, and President 1898- banks and foreigners moved in on
1917. His role in unionising shearers resources and property, expropriating
and also in precipitating the maritime our wealth for the benefit of foreignstrike of 1890 against cheap labour on ers. Ultimately, they broke the trade
the ships and the wharves made him an unions and criminalised industrial acanathema to employers, but a hero to tion. Howard wounded the Maritime
pastoral workers who faced this threat Union and broke up any union they
in deadly earnest in 1890-91. He was
deemed “militant” (because it might
the leader with the legendary William
challenge globalisation).
Lane of the Great Shearers Strike that
engendered the protest song - WaltzThere’s no security of tenure at work
ing Matilda.

For Spence, the Nation, the worker,
the farmer, the creator of wealth
whoever he was, served all together as members of one indivisible
Australian people’s community,
bound by the bonds of patriotism,
social justice and for the time ‘race’ (“true patriotism should be
racial”, he said). Only members of
this community have the right to
own Australian resources. He
loathed absentee landordism,
whether of our own kind, or absolute aliens. Producers would unite
and land and labour would be the
source of wealth. All could own
property and through hard work –
all could share. The foundations of
the Nation were not open to speculation.

because we can be sacked at will by
greedy bosses who are often pimps of
foreign corporations, no real right to
strike because they will fine us or imprison us or call us saboteurs - and
no job safety because contract labour
undermines us all.
The Australianist idea was the opposite to this and it was forged by blood
and steel at Eureka (1854), at Lambing Flat (1861), at Barcaldine (1891),
when Australian workers asserted the
Idea that Australia would be one indivisible ,white English -speaking community, founded upon producers and
not parasites – with freedom and social justice for all. Some called it the
(white) Workingman’s Paradise. If
today’s political corrected maggots
find that offensive, Australia First offers no apologies.

We can’t even buy a house ….

The spirit of William Guthrie
Look at today’s Australia. Reserve Spence
Bank governor Glenn Stevens says
foreign buyers are a factor in rising As a spiritual guide and compass we
house prices. The Federal Govern- can restore our bearings and renaviment's decision last March to relax gate our way back to the charts beits rules on foreigners owning prop- queathed to us by the Founding Faerty had contributed to surging thers of the Australianist Idea. We
must overthrow the pirates and privaprices for housing.
teers who have distorted our destiny,
The Age has reported on a trend of by hijacking the ship of state.
overseas investors buying Melbourne real estate to safeguard Spence was a boy at Ballarat and witwealth and advance hopes of mi- nessed Eureka Stockade and when
the shearers went on strike against
gration.
cheap- labour (often Chinese) conTreasurer Wayne Swan eased re- tracts, denial of union rights, he ralstrictions for those on temporary lied at once. The Southern Cross was
visas, such as business owners and raised at Barcaldine and the Diggers’
foreign students, to allow them to Oath taken. Armed camps appeared
buy any home to live in, land to in the outback. But State militias, solbuild on or a new dwelling for in- diers, armed police, loyal judges and
fixed courts accused the shearers of
vestment purposes.
insurrection. The rebellion was supAgency Marshall White says buyers pressed. At show trial in Rockhampfrom mainland China and Hong ton, vicious sentences were handed
Kong kick-started Melbourne's pres- out. These new captives- in- chains
tige property market last year and were responding to parallel conditions
still account for a third of its sales. which sent their forefathers to Botany
Bay, Van Diemen’s Land and Moreton
A spokesman said of rich Chinese:
''They want to send their children to Bay! A Bunyip aristocracy determined
the best schools and think property to replicate the class conditions of the
here is cheap compared to the big Old World had emerged in Australia.
cities in China, where you don't get These men had rallied against it and
freehold ownership over land, just a we Australians still live with it!
99-year lease.”

Waltzing Matilda is national legacy of
the Great Shearers Strike. The words
of Waltzing Matilda constituted a coded revolutionary anthem of the nationalist union movement.

Now Krudd talks of a population of
36 millions by 2050. Not only will
that internally increase demand for
property, but also when it combines
with absentee landlordism of property by overseas Chinese, it means In 1889, before the Great Strike, in
the Australian Dream is now a his “Eureka”, Henry Lawson called for
a new Peter Lalor to lead Australians:
nightmare.
We can’t get fair wages for a ‘Twas of such stuff the men were
made
fair day’s work
who saw our nation born,
And such as Lalor were the men who
Many of us can’t have a full -time

AUSTRALIAN IDENTITY
“We are for this Australia, for the
Nationality that is creeping to the
verge of being, for the progressive
people“.
William Lane, BOOMERANG, 1887.

William Guthrie Spence 1846—1926

led the vanguard on,
And like such men may we be found,
with leaders such as they,
In the rollup of Australians on our
darkest, grandest, day.
_____________________________

UNITY AND INITIATIVE
In keeping with its policy of unity in
struggle, the party endorses the following events and groups:

SYDNEY FORUM 2010
THE Sydney Forum 2010 will be a
two- day free -speech event set for
September 18—19.. This year we
feature Mr Paul Fromm, of the Canada First Immigration Reform Committee and free speech defender
against the Human Rights thought
police.
The new website for the Forum will
put you in touch with the future
speakers’ list and give other necessary details. The website reports on
the successful 2009 Forum. See:
www.sydneyforum.net
Uphold the Neither Left Nor Right alternative! Make plans to be there!
__________________________________

AUSTRALIAN LONG
DISTANCE OWNERS’ AND
DRIVERS’ ASSOCIATION

“Australia is not a sect or a section,
it is not a caste or a class, or a
creed, it’s not to be a Southern England nor yet another United States.
Australia is the whole white people of
this Continent.”
BOOMERANG November 18 1887.
“By the term Australian we mean not
just those who were merely born in
Australia. All white men who come to
these shores with a clean record and
who leave behind the memory of the
class distinctions and religious differences of the Old World, all men who
place the happiness of their adopted
land before imperialism, are Australian.”
BULLETIN magazine, July 2 1887.
“I reject in conscience, the idea that
Australia should or can ever be a
multi-racial society and survive.
Arthur Calwell, BE JUST AND FEAR
NOT, 1972.
_____________________________

CLASSIC AUSSIE TEXTS BY
FRANK ANSTEY, MP
The Kingdom Of Shylock and The
Money Power explained the rise of
finance capital in the early 20th Century. What is money? How is it created by private banks? What was the
nationalist alternative?
Go to the Nationalist Archive at
www.alphalink.com.au/~radnat

Led by truck owners and drivers and
to defend their professional interest
is ALDODA. The President is ‘Bunny’
Brown, a determined advocate for
truckies’ rights.
P.O. Box 13 Adelong 2729
0438 072 494
aldoda@hotmail.com
_____________________________

EUREKA YOUTH LEAGUE
A new nationalist youth movement,
led by youth for Australian youth.
The Eureka Youth League (EYL) operates a Facebook page and a blogsite
at:
http://
eurekayouthleague.blogspot.com
The EYL is the future of the Australian people’s struggle!
____________________________

EUREKA COUNCIL OF NEW
SOUTH WALES
The Eureka Council was established
to defend and articulate the native
Australian cultural heritage, something ignored or deprecated in turn
by the multiculturalist industry.
P.O. Box 93 Blaxland 2774
publicofficer@eurekacouncil.com.au

About Audacity
Established 1977.
Re-established 2007.
The Bulletin of the 21st Century
That which failed to destroy us,
only made us stronger.
Subscription: Audacity will be
published seasonally. $6 for 4
issues. Cheques / money orders
payable Australia First Party.
Our logo is the Janus head imposed upon the Southern Cross.
This Roman god looked backwards and forwards, binding
past, present and future
Audacity, printed and authorised
by A.F. Norwick 725 Princes
Highway, Tempe 2044

April 25 2008
THE Australia First Party (NSW) Incorporated (AFP) continues to develop its
network across Australia.

satisfied we have more than 500
members who are electors and will
now advertise our application.

The party has been legally declared
the successor organization to the former party ‘Australia First’ and will take
charge of its property — and hopefully
too, its membership lists.

Registration of the party is required
to carry out the party’s plan to contest a number of seats in the Federal
poll.

The AFP has taken several initiatives
to found websites in key areas scheduled for party growth. This has
spurred substantial publicity in some
States and memberships.
On April 23, AFP was advised by the
Australian Electoral Commission, that
after strenuous examination, they are

So far, candidates have been endorsed for Lindsay, Greenway and
Darling Downs. Others may also be
endorsed soon.
The election campaign has been with
meetings, media releases, doorknocking and street activities. A ‘100
Club’ for 100 members, each to donate $100 to the campaign, is open.

Meanwhile, the initiative of some
young nationalists, members of
the Australia First Party, has
called into being the Eureka Youth
League (EYL).
They have discussed the project
with other non -party young people interested in building a patriotic youth organization and brought
them into the nascent structure.
They have liaised with the Australia First Party for particular legal
and other assistance in forming
the EYL and have incorporated it
as an association.
The Eureka Youth League is
planned to develop as the voice of

Australian youth in the struggle to
preserve their heritage and identity as Australians, to impart that
heritage and articulate the quality
of that unique identity and to provide a fraternal environment for
young people in the globalised
parody of Australia that has no
place for them.
This initiative will be rewarded,
but the EYL will not have a smooth
ride. It can only incite by its very
principles and policies the opposition of the anti -Australians. It is
in the struggle on our native soil,
not on some distant battlefield,
that shall test this generation of
Australian youth

The Eight Core Policies Of Australia First: A Programme
And A Method For National Rebirth!
Whatever will benefit Australia, that we are for; whatever will harm Australia, that we are against. William Lane
2 THE Eight Core Policies of Australia First are
the basis of association for the party. They
are (with explanations and the implied ninth
point) as follows:

1 Ensure Australia Retains Full Independence
Protect our sovereignty (national, constitutional and personal) and maintain an adequate defence, whilst being reasonable and
fair in our nation's international dealings.

2 Rebuild Australian Manufacturing Industries
This is the only way we can be self_ sufficient. It will provide jobs for our children, and
help buy back the farm and allow Australia to
be free of foreign debts. Our infrastructure
has been run down over many years - it must
be rebuilt. We must improve the practicality
and relevance of our educational systems,
and target government support for industry
to diversify, innovate, perform and expand.
We recognise that small business is fundamental to this policy. A satisfactory financial
environment is also urgent and essential.

3 Control Foreign Ownership
Bring foreign ownership and investment back
under control.

4

Reduce

and

Limit

Immigration

Immigration mistakes can be big long_ term 9 Democratise Other Policy Issues
mistakes. Immigration policy must take into
account social cohesion, employment opportu- All other policies (non-core policies) are matters of free conscience and are not binding
nities, urbanisation and environmental issues
upon Australia First’s future parliamentarians
or councillors who are to represent their elec5 Abolish Multiculturalism
torates.
End the divisive, government -funded and inIssues of public interest on which Australia
stitutionalised policy of multiculturalism.
First needs to formulate policy will be canvassed with the party membership, and plebi6 Introduce Citizen-Initiated Referenda
scites conducted where deemed appropriate
Amend the Australian Constitution such that by the party’s National Council. The party also
the people can initiate a constitutional referen- permits branches to formulate specific elecdum which, if approved by the Australian peo- toral policies or community policies not inconple, will amend the Australian Constitution. sistent with the Eight Core Policies.
This simple step will confirm the political authority of voters and make legislators aware From time to time, the party will issue materithat they are the servants of the Australian al that provides interpretation of the core poliPeople, not their masters. The people directly cies. This interpretative material would reflect
should also possess the sovereign right and the spirit of the party.
the power to initiate other legislation
The organizational purpose for this statement
of policy and system for policy creation is sim7. Strengthen the family
ple: Australia First does not require weighty
tomes which change from month to month, as
Promote policies that strengthen and protect
do the programmes of the Establishment parthe traditional family.
ties and those who ape them. It requires a
focus for action and for unity within the party.
8 Strive to Rebuild A United Australia
Promote policies that recognise the interdependence of city and country.

Where To Find Australia First
National Contact Line:
02 8587 0014
New South Wales:
Australia First (NSW) office: P.O.
Box 593 Rockdale 2216
Blue Mountains: P.O. Box 202
Katoomba 2780
Western Sydney: P.O. Box 200
Emerton 2770
Newcastle: P.O. Box 482 The
Junction 2291
Coffs Harbour: 0419 492 917
Sutherland Shire: P.O. Box 2499
Taren Point 2228
Other locations to be advised.

Australia Wide:
Australia First (Toowoomba):
P.O. Box 103 Crows Nest 4355
Australia First (Gold Coast)
afgoldcoast@gmail.com
Australia First (Adelaide)
afsa@live.com.au
Australia First (Western Australia): P.O. Box 129 Collie 6225
Australia First (Victoria): P.O.
Box 223 Croydon 3136
Other locales to be advised.

Australia First is to build a new national movement. Practicality is method.

National committee e-mail:
ausfirst@alphalink.com.au
Qld. State committee:
afpqld@hotmail.com

‘Australia First’ Web Sites
New South Wales:
http://ausfirst.alphalink.com.au
Queensland:
http://afqld.blogspot.com
Victoria:
www.australiafirst.net
Western Australia:
http://afpwa.blogspot.com
Australian Capital Territory:
http://australiafirstpartyact.
blogspot.com
Hunter Region: http://
australiafirshunter.blogspot.com

Sunraysia:
http://afsunraysia.blogspot.com
Riverina:
http://
australianidentity.blogspot.com
Blue Mountains:
http://
afbluemountains.blogspot.com
South Australia:http://
australiafirstsouthaustralia.
blogspot.com/
Truth Television:
www.truthtelevision.net
Special Independent Organisations
Sydney Forum:
www.sydneyforum.net

